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?Chapter 26: Prestige 

At first, Wind Pavilion thought this won’t last long. But it turns out more and more people 
came to Rain Pavilion to buy Spirit tools including the regulars at Wind Pavilion. 

Although it’s not that cheap, but it’s clearly cheaper than Wind Pavilion’s spirit tool! Why 
bother buying the more expensive one when there’s a cheaper one right? 

Rain Pavilion is flooded by customers, and Zi Yuwei has been giggling non stop, this 
result has greatly exceeded her expectations. Yi Tianyun is like a god who descended 
from the heaven. He helped them to attract a lot of customers and improved their sales. 

“Pavilion Lord Zi, headquarters will definitely acknowledge your position!” The elders 
next to her are also smiling. 

Zi Yuwei nodded with a smile and looked at Yi Tianyun, who was constantly forging 
spirit tool in the distance. He sighed: “Thanks to Young Master Yi, who came to help me 
in this difficult time, even though you simply use us to suppress Wind Pavilion, but this 
is exactly what we need! Now all we need to do is constantly prepare materials for 
Young Master Yi, our leftover material is useful too, killing two birds with one stone!” 

“The most important thing is that this Young Master Yi has never failed, not even once. 
This is really surprising. The average blacksmith fail at least a couple of times by now.” 
The elders next to him agreed. 

Then, after successfully forged another spirit tool. 

『Ding! Congratulations, Blacksmith mastery level up!』 

His Blacksmith skill leveled up! Which means that he can forge upper level Spirit tool 
now, and possibly the true spirit tool. Now he reached Intermediate level for Blacksmith, 
increase the success rate of forging spirit tool, able to forge upper level spirit tool, and 
there is a chance to forge true spirit tool! 

Even though using the same material, spirit tools forged by a higher level Blacksmith 
will be more expensive as well. 

“Too bad It’s not a true spirit tool. The probability of failure suddenly increases to 50%. 
The probability of true spirit tool is only 10%…” Yi Tianyun shook his head, but this is 
still better. Because before he leveled up it’s impossible to make one! 



Meanwhile, An Ling and Qin Xue had accompanied Jiu Lingyun to her house and bring 
her brother to Yi Tianyun. Her brother was about seven or eight years old. he seemed to 
be unconscious and his condition is pretty bad. 

“Young Master Yi, he is my brother, I beg you please save him…” Jiu Lingyun’s eyes 
are teary while asking for Yi Tianyun’s help. 

Yi Tianyun solemnly said: “Let me see his situation.” 

He examined her younger brother. He noticed that his brother was poisoned. It seems 
that he was bitten by a poisonous snake. Now the toxins have flowed into the meridians 
and are completely mixed with the blood, which is extremely serious. 

“Sister, you are back…” At this time, her brother woke up and tried to open his eyes to 
see his sister. He smiled and said: “Just now I dream of going to the river with you and 
then we go to the mountains together. Picking wild fruits, those wild fruits are so sweet, 
so sweet…” 

“Yes, you will get better soon. Then we will go together to pick wild fruits…” Her nose 
was runny and tears filled her eyes. 

An Ling, who saw this sisterly love, was touched by this scene, and her brother and 
sister were far from this. 

“Don’t worry, Expel Poison Pill can cure your brother, but there is a way to make it 
easier to get rid of this toxin, and it’s faster.” 

Immediately, Yi Tianyun’s hand ignited an Immortal fire. He shoved the immortal fire 
down her brother’s body. Jiu Lingyun stared at him with her eyes wide open, she’s 
about to say something, but she couldn’t say a word, she believed in Yi Tianyun!. 

Isn’t this the flame that was used forging? How can it be pushed into her brother. 

As the flame was shoved into her brother’s body, the toxins in his body is beginning to 
be cleansed. The black spots gradually fading, and the process was quite fast too! 

“The toxins are beginning to dissipate!” 

After they saw it, they screamed. After a while, thanks to eternal flame, the toxins in her 
brother’s body were all cleansed. Not to mention the process is even faster than taking 
those pills. 

“Sister, I feel much better…” Although he couldn’t get up and move just yet, he can talk 
just fine,and from the looks of it he seems much more refreshed compared to when he 
was brought here. 



“You’re cured! You’re really cured!” When JiuLing saw his brother’s condition has 
improved, she’s so touched that tears continued to fall down her cheeks. 

Yi Tianyun also fix his posture so he can rest more comfortable. He put away the 
eternal flame in his hand and said: “Fortunately, this toxin is not too deadly, otherwise 
he would’ve died…” 

Fortunately, Jiu Lingyun met him, otherwise her brother would’ve died, she has no 
money to buy Expel Poison Pill, how can she cleanse the toxins? 

Zi Yuwei saw everything, her beautiful eyes flashed with amazement, she did not expect 
Yi Tianyun also have this ability, this kind of ability usually only belong to Alchemist. 
This can only mean one thing, that he is also an alchemist! 

“Thank you, Young Master Yi. I am forever in your debt, I am willing to be a slave to 
Young Master Yi for a lifetime, and serve Young Master Yi!” 

“No need to thank me, I am just doing whatever I can.” 

Yi Tianyun smiled indifferently. Then at this moment he completed the quest and earned 
all the rewards. 

“Pavilion Lord Zi, can I have one of your room for them to rest?” Yi Tianyun said. 

“No problem, I will take care of it right away.” Zi Yuwei immediately signaled her 
subordinate to help preparing a room, Yi Tianyun is their savior, a room or two is 
nothing. 

During their preparation, Yi Tianyun is back to forging. When he was about to forge 
spirit tools, he found a very important thing! – the success rate was improved! 

Originally, the success rate of forging upper level spirit tool is 50%, now it increased 
slightly into 55,5%! 

“Does prestige improve forging success rate as well?” Yi Tianyun’s got an idea: 
“Helping people is never meaningless, and combined with lucky aura, the success rate 
becomes 100%!” 

?Chapter 27: Upper Level Spirit Tool 

After Rain Pavilion managed to sell a lot of Spirit Tools, Wind Pavilion finally made their 
move. 

“Reporting to Pavilion Lord Zi, Wind Pavilion is selling the spirit tools with a price 10.000 
lower than us!” 



And that’s how the vie begin with both sides trying to sell their Spirit Tools cheaper than 
each other. Yi Tianyun honestly thought that Wind Pavilion would just sit and watch and 
let Rain Pavilion exhaust their materials, but clearly they can’t hold still any longer. 

This is because usually, Rain Pavilion can’t compete against Wind Pavilion due to 
limited amount of resources both their funds and materials. Now, thanks to Yi Tianyun, 
Rain Pavilion can make up for their lack of funding to hire a Blacksmith, and because of 
their cheap spirit tools it attracts customers to buy other stuff too because they think it 
might be cheaper there as well, this will make Rain Pavilion more preferable than Wind 
Pavilion. 

This fact made Wind Pavilion unable to sit and watch anymore thus they tried to 
compete in terms of price as well. 

“They finally make their move?” Yi Tianyun smiled and said: “But i think we don’t have 
that many spirit tools left right?” 

He has refined dozens of spirit weapons, this number is not really that much. However, 
in Wind City, the demand of the spirit weapon is not that high, so now that they sold 
quite a lot there shouldn’t be that many customers here left to begin with. This is known 
trough the statistic from wind pavilion customers who bought spirit tools in the past. The 
quantity is already dropped, not as crazy as before. 

“Almost, this time because of the price cuts, the stock is already depleted.” Zi Yuwei 
nodded, she thought this is their limit, they can’t suppress Wind Pavilion any further. 

“What if we also lower the price of upper level weapons?” Yi Tianyun said faintly. 

“If the price of upper level spirit tool is lowered, it will certainly be able to attract even 
more customers, it does make sense.” Zi Yuwei analyzed. 

The price of the upper level spirit tools is very high, basically, the price for forging the 
weapon is around 200.000 silver, if someone want to buy it from the market, the price 
easily reach 300.000 to 400.000 silver, it is close to the price of 3 low level spirit 
weapon. 

If they will only make it cheaper by 1.000 or 2.000 silver it really is not a problem, 
because upper level spirit weapon sure is expensive. 

“Then we will make it cheaper by 50.000 silver?” Yi Tianyun said indifferently. 

Zi Yuwei just smile at Yi Tianyun and said: “This, this is not impossible, the price of 
materials is almost the same as the lower spirit weapon, just ?a little more material 
needed for the upper level spirit weapon, so we don’t need to worry about the material 
cost. The only problem here is the success rate of upper level is so low. If it fails too 
often, it is not worth the cost.” 



“Not a problem, we need to keep our momentum, we need to keep on overwhelming 
Wind Pavilion! Keep pulling their customers, but we need to make our market more 
preferable in the future too.” Yi Tianyun blinked. 

“This, this… hold on boy, you are saying you will forge the spirit tools yourself?” Zi 
Yuwei is dumbfounded by Yi Tianyun statement, the same can be said to An Ling and 
Qin Xue that heard Yi Tianyun. 

“Yes, is there any problem?” Yi Tianyun smirked, although the success rate is not 
100%, but with the lucky aura, there is no need to worry about the success rate, and 
even if he doesn’t rely on the lucky aura, the success rate is still more than 50%. 

“Brother, you really will refine an upper level spirit weapon?” An Ling said still shocked 
by Yi Tianyun words, Yi Tianyun is too young to be capable of forging upper level spirit 
tool, everyone under 30 years old is considered young, and normally nobody around 
that age can forge upper level spirit tools. 

He seems to be younger than twenty years old, and it will be an incredible feat to be 
able to refine high level spirit weapons. 

“Will I bother to say it If i can’t forge it myself?” Yi Tianyun looked at the stunned Zi 
Yuwei and smiled: ” Rain Pavilion only need to prepare the materials, and we only take 
30% out of the profits you make.” 

The materials are provided by Rain Pavilion, then the sales share is definitely only 30%. 
But this is entirely different than lower level spirit weapon deal, Rain Pavilion definitely 
will earn more money with the sales of high level spirit weapon. 

“As long as Young Master Yi can maintain a certain success rate, we can provide 40%, 
no… 50% of the sale profits!” Zi Yuwei feels really excited about this deal. If this is really 
successful Rain Pavilion can attract more customers and ensure their market’s 
popularity in the future. 

Even if Wind City have many Blacksmith, but the amount that can make upper level 
spirit weapon is not that many, and even those who can, still have a really low success 
rate. 

“I’ll definitely live up to your expectations, you only need to provide materials, leave the 
rest to me!” 

Yi Tianyun’s approach seems like fool’s behaviour at first glance. But, because he is the 
one who come up with this idea, he obviously knows the loophole – he breakthrough to 
Third Level Spirit Refinement! There will be no pressure of failing if he can breakthrough 
to the Fourth or Fifth Level Spirit Refinement . 



The conditions is that Rain Pavilion need to provide more materials for him to forge, the 
selling prices is already agreed to be lowered therefore he only needs to successfully 
forge the upper level spirit tools. 

“Materials are definitely not a problem, as long as Young Master Yi can really provide 
the higher spirit weapons, I’ll definitely give you more shares on the profit!” Zi Yuwei is 
not a fool, even if she divided more profit with Yi Tianyun she still got a large profit. 

Yi Tianyun smiled and said nothing. He began to forge a upper level spirit tool. The 
success rate is only 55%, but using lucky aura, it instantly increased to 100%! 

Because the lucky aura consumes Crazy Point per second, Looking at his Crazy Point 
he only had 100 point, he laughed at the fact he can only use lucky aura around 100 
seconds. The consume rate is just insane, but it’s okay as long as he doesn’t 
excessively use it. 

The most difficult step is adjusting the forging power, and so he only needs to use lucky 
aura at that point. 

Although for that period he will need to spend at least 10 ?Crazy Point. 

“Successful!” 

For the first time, he successfully created an upper level weapon. 

『Ding! Congratulations successfully forging upper level spirit tool, gaining 5.000 exp 

and 100 blacksmith mastery!』 

Not only he gained a lot of experience, but also a lot of mastery. However, to advance 
from intermediate blacksmith to advanced blacksmith, the required mastery is freaking 
10.000 points! Assuming that every time he succeeds, he needs to forge a hundred! 

However, failure also add a little amount of mastery but of course not as much. 

“Really, really successful!” 

The dazzling upper level spirit tool, they are all shocked, and all their faces is flushed. 
For them, it is already a rare treasure, this fact only made Zi Yuwei wonder, can her 
own brothers succeed to make the weapons this good? Zi Yuwei doesn’t think so. That 
fact convinced Zi Yuwei that she stand in front of a master figure, she needs to keep in 
contact with Yi Tianyun in the future. 



Chapter 28:?Crushing 

“We will reduce the price as well, and bring back our customers, unless they reduce the 
price even further!” Pavilion Lord Liang said codly, Rain Pavilion totally caught him off 
guard this time, everything that’s happening right now is “thanks” to Master Kong! 

He looks coldly at Master Kong. If Master Kong didn’t provoke Yi Tianyun earlier , will 
there be such an opportunity in Rain Pavilion? Now let alone making profit, they are 
losing their precious customer. 

Master Kong was stunned. At this point how can he think Yi Tianyun is a trash? Even 
though he saw Yi Tianyun forge a spirit tool firsthand, he still didn’t believe it, and now 
he found himself speechless after Yi Tianyun forge so many spirit tools. 

“Pavilion Lord Liang, I suspect that they are here to spy on us, yes! They’re definitely 
spies sent by Rain Pavilion!” Master Kong began to talk nonsense, and shifting the 
blame to Yi Tianyun. 

Pavilion Lord Liang already got a glum expression on his face, and now Master Kong 
still dared to talk his way out of this. Yi Tianyun is clearly from Jade Palace, How could 
he be a spy from Rain Pavilion? Because real spies won’t associate themselves with 
any faction. Associating themselves with any faction means becoming enemy of that 
faction’s enemy as well, it’s not a wise move. 

Suddenly, a guard hastily run upstairs in from the outside, panting. The moment he saw 
Pavilion Lord Liang he shouted: “Bad news!… Rain Pavilion starts selling upper level 
spirit tool at the price, the price… 50.000 silver lower than ours!” 

“What?!” 

They’re all stunned, because upper level spirit tool is very rare, so there is no need to 
lower the price that much. There are only a few possible reason Rain Pavilion reduce 
the price that much. The first is there are too many upper level spirit tool, and the 
second is because the demand is too low, causing the price to plummet! And if they 
don’t reduce it as well they’ll lose more customers. 

Because the reputation of Rain Pavilion has skyrocketed, more more people will prefer 
doing business with Rain Pavilion than Wind Pavilion. The only solution they have is for 
Palace Lord Liang to negotiate with Rain Pavilion hoping they would stop their tactics to 
reduce the price. 

Even though Rain Pavilion managed to sell a lot of spirit tools, that’s not necessarily the 
case in the future, but that doesn’t change the fact that this is Wind Pavilion and it has 
tarnished their name. 



If this is considered a fight, this is already a lost for Wind Pavilion, even though there is 
a possibility to recover in the future a lost is a lost. Moreover, if this keeps up, they won’t 
even have that chance to recover. 

“They reduce the price again, moreover it’s upper level spirit tool this time, the owner of 
Rain Pavilion is crazy!” it’s getting on Pavilion Lord Liang’s nerve, this situation is far 
worse than before, it’s not a problem if they only have one or two upper level spirit tool, 
because Rain Pavilion also had their own stock, but if somehow they have around 
seven, or even worse a dozen! then this is absolutely bad news for Wind Pavilion… 

“Who forges it?” Pavilion Lord Liang hurriedly asked. 

“According to our spies over there, the name is Yi Tianyun, disciple of Jade Palace.” 
The guards reported. 

“That guy again!” Pavilion Lord Liang who was holding a cup of tea can’t contain his 
anger any longer, he screamed and slam the cup to the ground, clank! 

Master Kong is so bitter, he didn’t see this coming at all. And all of a sudden the 
situation is very grave. 

“He is also able to forge upper level spirit tool. At that age?” Master Kong is even more 
frustrated, he didn’t expect to provoke someone so talented. 

It’s still a long way to go for Master Kong to reach 4th grade Blacksmith, heck he might 
never reach it. ?And even if he became a fourth level blacksmith, the success rate of 
creating an upper level spirit tool is still quite low. The most he can do now is forge a 
middle level spirit tool, and even then he only has 30% success rate! 

He is nothing compared to Yi Tianyun! 

However, Pavilion Lord Liang did not get angry with Master Kong, and waited for further 
report. 

Not long after the spy hurried back with an astonished face : “He forges three, no, four 
upper level spirit tools, and they don’t plan to stop just yet, I heard that they will forge 
more than ten upper level spirit tools…” 

They are Wind Pavilion, and from time to time there are several upper level spirit tools, 
which are already showing off the capital. Those who can create upper level spirit tools 
are exclusively associated with famous faction! 

And at this rate Rain Pavilion’s reputation will skyrocket leaving Wind Pavilion in the 
dust. 



As a faction which specializes in trading, their product’s quality is the priority. Because 
their product’s quality define their strength as well. Whoever the customer whether a 
family or a cultivator obviously will buy from a better faction. No wonder Zi Yuwei is very 
excited. She knows that her business will prosper for quite a while. 

“Kong Shengfeng, thanks to you provoking a wrong guy now he got his eyes on us and 
this disaster happened!” Pavilion Lord Liang stop addressing Master Kong as master 
and call him with his real name instead, he is so furious, especially when he 
remembered Yi Tianyun’s words before leaving Wind Pavilion saying that he needs to 
carefully choose his ally, and he realized it far too late that the one he should favor is Yi 
Tianyun. 

“Pavilion Lord Liang, I…” before Master Kong can finish his sentence, Pavilion Lord 
Liang waved his hand and interrupted him. 

“Say no more, you’re no longer our guest here!” Pavilion Lord Liang immediately 
banished him. He knew that Yi Tianyun was specifically targeting Kong Shengfeng. If 
the one he favored at that time is Yi Tianyun, none of this would happen and his 
business will be as smooth as ever. 

Kong Shengfeng is even more bitter now. In the face of the raging Pavilion Lord Liang, 
he’s showing his killing intent, although it’s not directed toward Pavilion Lord Liang but 
to Yi Tianyun! 

“Then I will take my leave!” 

Kong Shengfeng turned and walked away, biting his lips, his face was gloomy, and at 
the corner, he showed the killing meaning of the sky: “Very well then this is how you 
want to play this out, i don’t want to get my hands dirty so far, seems like i have no 
choice now!” 

After Kong Shengfeng’s departure, Pavilion Lord Liang did not send someone to 
apologize, because he thought this will end their feud. But still, they won’t last long if this 
keeps up. 

“There is no choice but to ask for Forging God Sect’s help of, Yi Tianyun! You’re a 
hundred years too early to teach me!” Liang Tiancheng is furious. He doesn’t care 
anymore, he doesn’t care whose fault is this, what’s important is to find solution and 
he’ll definitely fight back. 

Chapter 29: Loots 

Rain Pavilion’s reputation increased dramatically thanks to Yi Tianyun. They gained a 
lot of customers going after upper level spirit tool, because of the low price and Yi 
Tianyun made sure they had enough spirit tools to sell. 



Not long after he realized he has exhausted his spiritual power, he can use recovery pill 
combined with Crazy Mode to improve the effect, but that has its own limit as well. 

“Ah…” Yi Tianyun’s wobbling and almost fell to the ground. 

“Young Master Yi, are you okay?” Zi Yuwei has been observing him the whole time, she 
is busy dealing with customers, but never let Yi Tianyun out of her sight. 

“Seems like I overexert myself a bit, I didn’t realize I have been forging for quite a 
while…” Yi Tianyun shook his head. 

After forging the sixth upper level spirit tools, he knows this is his limit. He has been 
forging non stop. Even though spiritual power can be replenished using recovery pill, he 
still needs a good rest to recover. 

“Young Master Yi, you need to rest. The customers can wait until you recover. you have 
been forging ??spirit tools non stop without resting.” Zi Yuwei persuaded. 

Yi Tianyun nodded and asked: “how are things with Wind Pavilion going? Have they 
made a move?” 

“There is no significant movement for the time being. They don’t have that many upper 
level spirit tools ?to begin with. They won’t be able to sell at the same price as us let 
alone cheaper.” Zi Yuwei said that Wind Pavilion’s business will crumble soon. “For a 
long time, our Rain Pavilion has been overwhelmed by the Wind Pavilion. Thanks to the 
help of Young Master Yi, we can turn things around”. 

“there is no need to thank me.” Yi Tianyun smiled lightly, besides he himself has gained 
a lot of benefits here. There are a lot of materials available, he can get exp and improve 
his mastery. This is a very good give and take relationship 

“In any case, I as a representative of Rain Pavilion, would like to express our gratitude 
to Young Master Yi!” Zi Yuwei looked solemnly: “If you will, can I invite Young Master Yi 
to become our honorable guest in Rain Pavilion?” 

“I don’t think that a problem, but I won’t come here that often. If you think that I can 
always provide you with a spirit tool after I become an honorable guest here, then you’re 
asking the wrong guy.” 

He can’t stay here all the time. He just comes down here to purchase some stuff. If it’s 
not because of Master Kong, probably it won’t turn out like this. So he will just do as he 
planned initially, buy some material, return to Jade Palace and forge, then sell it, 
repeatedly.. 

This way, he can strengthen Jade Palace even though slowly, but make no mistake! 
everything he did is not for Jade Palace but for his aunt! 



“I’m not pressuring you to stay. I just letting Young Master Yi become our honorable 
guest. You can come again anytime you want.” Zi Yuwei knows that she can’t expect 
too much. But she knew simply by keeping in touch with Yi Tianyun will bring more 
opportunities in the future. 

『Ding! Congratulations completed the task Help Rain Pavilion to suppress Wind 

Pavilion!, gained 5.000 exp, Zi Yuwei favorability 100, prestige 10 points, and 500 

gold!』 

『Ding! Congratulations leveled up to 4th Level of Spirit Refinement Realm!』 

“Seems like all my hard work really paid off…” Yi Tianyun is really satisfied, staying here 
and continue forging is much faster than killing monsters. 

It’s just the rewards is not as much as he expected. It’s the same with killing monsters. 

“Then I will excuse myself to my room and rest, and then I’ll continue to forge later.” 

Yi Tianyun trudged slowly. He felt a little dizzy. After saying hello to the guests, he 
planned to go back to the room to rest. He planned to go back, after a few days, 
because there was not much time left for the preparation to enter Heavens Immersing 
Ancient Ruins. 

When he returned to the room, he observed his status bar to see how he is doing so far. 

Host: Yi Tianyun 

Level: 14 (fourth Level of Spirit Refinement Realm) 

Exp: 3780/80000 

Crazy Point: 382 

Prestige: 20 

Cultivation Technique: Dark North Divine Art 

Abilities: Absorbing Stars Great Technique, Eagle Claw Art, Falling Feather Sword 
Technique and Floating Cloud Steps 

Weapon: Frost Fist 

Armor: Snow Wolf Battle Boots and Divine Armor 

Divine Ability: Crazy Mode and Lucky Aura 



He earned a lot of exp. 

The difficulty has multiplied at once, not as slightly increased as before. But overall, it’s 
still a bit easier, at least better than those crazy cultivation techniques out there, there is 
no way he would breakthrough so easily. 

“Not bad, keep this up…” Yi Tianyun nodded, at the moment he was preparing to rest. 

A cold wind gusted from his behind and the cold felt like stabbing his back, very fast and 
silent. 

『Ding! Warning, warning, danger, danger!” The sound of the system constantly 

alarming him of incoming danger.』 

“Could it be…. an assassin?” he thought to himself. 

The next moment, Yi Tianyun said: “Divine Armor, activate full effect!” 

All of a sudden, something crashed from behind him and Yi Tianyun flew straight to the 
ground, but before he landed, he heard someone flying out and slamming into the wall. 
Then he heard him suffocate. 

“Who’s there!?” 

Yi Tianyun was shocked, everything was so quiet, he didn’t sense anyone’s presence! If 
the system didn’t ?warn him, he will never know somebody attacked him. he didn’t 
expect this system to be able to warn him of danger. When he looked back, he found a 
man in black lying on the ground. Due to some kind of force he’s now lying on the 
ground. 

“Fortunately, I have Divine Armor, or I would’ve dead.” Yi Tianyun gave the assasin a 
cold stare. 

The effect of Divine Armor has the ability called reflection, it can reflect half of the 
damage from opponent, but it can only reflect melee attack! 

“This, this power…” The assassin climbed up to his feet and felt confused. He didn’t 
know what sent him flying and inflict such a serious injury on him. 

“Who sent you ?” Yi Tianyun straighten his gaze at the assassin and walked over, every 
step is so heavy. 

he saw that the assassin’s eyes moved slightly, and suddenly he bounced up and 
rushed to him. The speed was faster than the average cultivator, this assassin at the 
very least is 3rd Level of Spirit Refinement Realm, which is quite amazing. 



“Freeze!” 

Yi Tianyun used the effect of the Frost Fist, and spent some Crazy Point. The cold 
suddenly spread out and froze the assassin stiff in the air! The assassin suddenly found 
himself completely unable to move. 

“I know this is how it would turns out, you would rather die than confessing, i’ll grant 
your wish then… you will become my exp!” 

“Crazy Mode on, Luck Aura on!” 

After he activated both divine ability, Yi Tianyun is getting ready, he’s smashing his frost 
fist against each other. The whole frost fist shone with a ray of light! 

The assassin saw this blue light, but there’s nothing he can do but accept his fate now. 

“Boom!” 

A heavy punch slammed down on the assassin, and smashed him into icy dust! 

『Ding! Successful killing ‘Assassin’, gaining 8.000 exp, acquiring skill ‘stealth’, shadow 

cloak, 1.000 gold, scarlet dagger! 300 ?Crazy Points.』 

Getting that many rewards, Yi Tianyun lost himself in excitement, it’s really good both in 
terms of quantity and quality! It’s comparable to killing boss-level monster, and probably 
even more. Presumably, this is all thanks to lucky aura. Two pieces of the assassin 
equipment dropped as a reward item! 

Chapter 30: Killing 

“Martial arts stealth, a shadow cloak, and a scarlet dagger!” 

When Yi Tianyun learned about the effects, he was at shock. Luck Aura really worth the 
price, he got a lot of gold, and reward items are increased. 

Martial Art Stealth: completely hide user’s physique, increases the speed by two levels, 
enhance the damage by two levels! 

Shadow Cloak effect: Invulnerability for five seconds! 

Scarlet Dagger effect: vampiric attack, restore vitality upon attacking, build-in toxin 
effect, and ability to instant kill when used on certain parts of the body! 

Unfortunately, these weapons and the skills can’t be upgraded, the levels are fixed. 
However, he also discovered that he was unable to upgrade the weapons he had 
acquired so far, but the grade is not bad so it could be used for quite a while. 



Basically, it’s all about grade, at least these three rewards are definitely the assassin 
set, which is definitely enough for him to use for a while. 

The shadow cloak is the most amazing among these, invulnerability for five seconds, 
which means this item could save the user at clutch situations. No matter how strong 
the opponent is, you can be invulnerable for five seconds! There is no information about 
the limit, but he was sure the limit is high. 

“I’m starting to understand how the system works! Turns out it’s not that hard to earn 
Crazy Points! The higher the cultivation of the opponent the more crazy point will be 
rewarded. This way, all he needs to do is find the suitable opponent”. 

Yi Tianyun was very satisfied with the treasure he got. The reward he got after killing 
somebody is always low prior to this, so low that he’s so reluctant to use it because it’s 
simply not worth it. Now that he got quite a lot of Crazy Points and the trick to earn 
more, he will last quite a while. 

Immediately after the excitement, his eyes chilled: “That assassin! He’s either hired by 
Wind Pavilion, or Master Kong!” 

He thought about it, and finally searches whatever left of that assasin, all he saw is icy 
dust. Well he was shattered into pieces after turning into solid ice. Back when he fought 
the snow wolf he was really struggling to use the fist, now he already mastered it like it’s 
nothing. In Crazy Mode, his punch broke the assassin. 

However, he was able to procure a storage ring belonged to the assassin. After 
rummaging through the things inside, he found that there are not many things in the 
assassin possession. They are all some kind of medicinal herbs, but he found two spirit 
tools. 

There is no specified mark on the spirit weapons, but considering the quality, it should 
be created by Kong Shengfeng. 

“I’ll go to Wind Pavilion first to find who is behind this!” 

Yi Tianyun activated his stealth skill, and instantly merged with his surroundings. 
Immediately, he jumped from the window and thanks to stealth skill whatever he does is 
completely inaudible. When he is about to go to the Wind Pavilion, he heard a familiar 
voice in a dark alley. 

“What takes him so long? He is an assassin from the Shadow League, how can he 
takes this long just to finish one job!” 

The person who speaks is none other than Kong Shengfeng himself! 



“Of course it would be his doing, there is no one else that want me dead so bad!” Yi 
Tianyun’s glaring at him, and he had a scarlet dagger in his hand. In such darkness 
scarlet dagger should be shining bright red. But due to his stealth skill, all kinds of light, 
color etc is blocked. 

『Quest: Kill Kong Shengfeng.』 

『Reward: 10,000 exp, 300 blacksmith mastery, 300 gold, 300 Crazy Points.』 

“Accept!” 

Yi Tianyun immediately accepted the quest, and his eyes locked to Kong Shengfeng 
coldly, and additional information is displayed. 

Name: Kong Shengfeng 

Cultivation: Second level of Spirit Refinement Realm 

Martial Arts: Unknown 

Power: unknown 

He doesn’t care about this information. He only needs to know that his cultivation is only 
Second level of Spirit Refinement Realm, which is enough! 

The next moment, he quietly moves behind Kong Shengfeng. 

Waving the dagger against his back, preparing to stab him from behind. Kong 
Shengfeng is still looking around, and he is not aware that Yi Tianyun is behind him. 

Crazy Mode is on, Luck Aura is on! 

“Hyah!” 

Like a tofu, the dagger easily pierces Master Kong’s back, and pierced his heart. 

Kong Shengfeng felt something cold pierced his chest, immediately he looked down, 
and in the dark of the night, he saw a red dagger piercing his chest, and when the 
dagger was pulled out, deadly toxin spread around his body. 

“You want to assassinate me? Think again!! 

Yi Tianyun’s cold voice rang in his ear. This familiar voice, how could he not know who it 
is, suddenly he felt cold enveloping his whole body, he wants to open his mouth and 
speak, turns out no voice comes out anymore. 



The last thing he saw was Yi Tianyun’s familiar face, but next second, he completely 
lost consciousness. It’s impossible to stay alive now that scarlet dagger pierce his heart. 

『Ding! Congratulations killed Kong Shengfeng, gained 6,000 exp, 200 crazy point, 

Forging God Hammer.』 

『Quest cleared: Got 10,000 exp, 300 blacksmith mastery, 300 gold, 300 Crazy 

Points!』 

The rewards are limited and not particularly good, but something piqued his interest. 

“Forging God Hammer?” 

Yi Tianyun inspect the item bar, he saw the effect: increase the power of forging, there 
is a certain chance that the quality of the item can be improved, depending on the item’s 
value. 

This forging god hammer is not a weapon, nor a hammer. It is actually a mini hammer 
that can be used as a piece of jewelry. 

“This is good, it can increase the power of forging. This is exactly what I need now! It 
also has ?chance to improve the quality!” 

Yi Tianyun is quite satisfied with this, the rewards are quite nice, but quite lacking in 
quantity compared to when he killed the assasin. It’s not that Kong Shengfeng is too 
weak or anything, but his luck this time is not that great, so there are no more good 
things. 

Immediately, he looked down to Kong Shengfeng’s lifeless body, he took out a bottle of 
liquid and drip it on Kong Shengfeng’s body, and then Kong Shengfeng’s body 
completely turned into a pool of blood, leaving no trace of the body once there. 

This is what he got from the assassin’s storage ring. It is definitely an artifact used to get 
rid of the evidence and a must-have item for an assasin. Using assasin’s item to his 
client, such an irony. 

“Leaving this body in such a place, will only give unnecessary work for innocent people!” 
Yi Tianyun eyes cold, thankfully the assasin go after him, if the assassin target An Ling 
instead, the results may be different. 

He realize that he could be dead anytime in this kind of environment, or worse he could 
make the people he love suffer from his own mistake. For the sake of the people around 
him, he needs to be more careful from now on! 

 



 


